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United States Southern Command’s Science, Technology & Experimentation 
Division investigates, coordinates, executes, and reports on Science and 
Technology activities in support of the Command's missions; transforming plans, 
programs, and processes to improve their effectiveness and efficiency. It is 
responsible for the theater's Science and Technology program, Joint Capability 
Technology Demonstrations, International Research and Development activities, 
and Joint Experimentation Program.

Mission

SOUTHCOM S&T is focused on enabling partners to achieve more effective, 
collective mission effects in a multi-national, cross organizational environment.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In this slide you can see the Mission and Means of USSOUTHCOM Science and Technology.  We are leveraging over $39B in DoD’s FY13.Our Goal - "Warfighter participation in S&T demonstrations and experiments helps to ensure developed capabilities are designed to meet the COCOM's most pressing needs."
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
ROGUE (Rapid Open Geospatial User-driven Enterprise) program is developing the capability to create, manage and share map (location) data, with interested parties, with the initial focus on a humanitarian assistance/ disaster relief (HA/DR) scenario. Improves the common situational understanding and responsiveness, of government organizations, non-governmental organizations and other parties/individuals, to reduce the adverse effects of an HA/DR event.Capabilities:Create, manage, share information 2-way sync for tablets (plus photo collection)Sync among nodesOpen source S/W – Open standardsCritical Operational Issues (COIs): measures of effectiveness to determine operational utility
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Source: Keeping Watch, A. W. Dorn, 2011

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The composite diagram above depicts a wide range of useful technologies for peacekeeping. The “top to bottom” view illustrates the 4 possible regions to place monitoring technology: outer space, airspace, ground- level and underground. From outer space (top right), modern reconnaissance satellites can legally observe all areas of the Earth, with enough resolution to count cars and even people. In the air, helicopters, unmanned and manned aircraft (including radar-equipped planes and jet reconnaissance aircraft), and balloons (tethered, guided or free floating) permit even higher resolution surveillance of large areas.Ground observation posts can be equipped with imaging equipment, such as video cameras attached to high-power binoculars, or night-vision devices. For open areas, as often found in buffer zones and waterways, ground surveillance radar (GSR) can be used to detect intruders or movements of persons, vehicles or boats. For smaller passageways, acoustic or seismic arrays can detect such movements, possibly to alert peacekeepers of oncoming vehicles or to initiate mobile UN checkpoints or to trigger a rapid reaction force. Similarly, pressure transducers or infrared break beams could alert the UN to vehicle movements (especially at night) on roads that have no UN checkpoints. Ground penetrating radar (GPR) can help locate buried weapons, mass graves, landmines or underground bunkers or tunnels. Areas that are UN protected or sensitive can be blocked off with taut-wire fences, which serve not only as barriers but also send signals when touched (or climbed or cut), providing the location of intruders to UN guards or forces.A UN station (bottom right could dispatch mobile patrols or interception forces to respond to incoming information. It could also communicate by satellite the imagery and information gained by the sensors to other nearby stations and to mission headquarters for real-time (or near real-time) viewing, forming a kind of “network-centric peacekeeping.” 
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Events, such as the earthquake in Haiti in 2010, demonstrated the 
need for fast, accurate location information in order to deliver 
supplies and needed assistance to the right place, at the right time

• Where are the groups of people needing help?
• Who is in the area/coming to the area to help? 
• What help is available and where is it located?
• What is the trafficability of the roads/bridges? 

Challenge

How can we get help to those in need? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ProblemIn the past decade we have seen an increased use in locational information and the value of opening up data for contribution. The question is no longer whether we should be leveraging the capabilities of partner organizations, but rather what is the best way to do so. As a reflection of our increasingly connected world, most endeavors involve multiple organizations with a need to share their unique perspectives and expertise. In many cases these engagements are ad hoc, as in the case of a disaster response, without the benefit of established agreements for data sharing or workflows. These endeavors also seek to benefit from the wider awareness of internal and external viewpoints. It is widely acknowledged that local knowledge should inform operational decisions, but organizations are still wrestling with how to treat volunteered information versus “authoritative” information. This current reality challenges the static nature of spatial data infrastructures as they’ve been implemented to date.

mailto:Mark.oetken@hq.southcom.mil
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Collaboratively develop geographic feature data,                             
with traditional and non-traditional partners,                                            

by improving the ability of the OpenGeo Suite                                          
to ingest, update and distribute non-propriety feature data 

utilizing open source software and open standards.

Initial Context
• Humanitarian Assistance & Disaster Relief (HA/DR)

Problem Set
• Numerous partners: military, inter-agency, non-governmental, international
• Common situational awareness of the environment is critical
• Responding organizations both need, and can provide a great deal of information

ROGUE Charter

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose of the  ROGUE (Rapid Open Geospatial User-driven Enterprise) program is to develop the capability to share map data, with all interested parties, with the initial focus on a humanitarian assistance/ disaster relief (HA/DR) scenario. Intent is to improve the common situational understanding and responsiveness, of interested/participating government organizations, non-governmental organizations and other parties/individuals, in order to reduce the adverse effects of an HA/DR event.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide depicts one example of an operational construct.At the bottom, individuals (military, government, non-governmental) – using an applet (APP) on a cell phone/tablet, are able to provide geospatial data they observe as they operate in a given area. - if a working cell phone or WiFi network exists, the individuals immediately provide the information to a local server - if the network(s) are down, the information is stored on the device until either: (A) the individual gets within range of a working network, or (B) the individual arrives at a server site (say nightly operations update), and downloads the information using a hardwire or USB device.Once the information is sent to a server, that server synchronizes its information with the other servers on the network. That way, all have a common operational picture of the area of operations (and can make informed decisions on disaster response based on that information).
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* Capability to create location information and 
* Share the information among organizations

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Build slide – demonstrates how the “Big Picture” is built as information is added to a server, and the servers synchronize their data.The example on the far left depicts how an individual (news reporter, tourist, expatriate returning home, local national, anyone) who has access to the APP on their cellphone/tablet – can report discovery of a previously unknown geospatial location  (in this case, a displaced persons camp).All they need is the APP on their mobile device, and an internet address of where to send the information. 
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Pacific Disaster Center (PDC)
DisasterAWARE

• Platform for Emergency Operations (EMOPS)
 Worldwide hazard tracking & alerts 

• ROGUE capabilities will augment DisasterAWARE
 Enable use of Volunteered Geographic Information (VGI) with existing 

authoritative PDC information
 Enable sharing among organizations
 Provide open source option to lower cost of DisasterAWARE deployments 

to other countries

PDC Transition

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The PDC’s DisasterAWARE, along with the DoS HIU, will become the first two sites that will contain the capabilities.The modular approach for ROGUE allows for a community development approach. Different nodes in this collaborative paradigm can be implemented in different forms according to each organization’s needs. Therefore, if an organization already has an interface that it has invested in or a particular operational focus, it doesn’t have to replace it to realize these capabilities. It can integrate the services and back-end capabilities so that its user-base can work with the interface that is most familiar to them. This decreases training time and allows for the development of tailored workflows. 
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Questions?
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